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Interviewing Michael Hyatt, Chairman
of Thomas Nelson and the keynote
speaker for this year's ACFW confer-
ence, is a unique opportunity. He's a
busy man and tracking him down is

not easy. When I finally did capture a

few minutes of his time I was struck by
one thing: He's the real deal. Honest.
Humble. Insightful.

Mike Dellosso: Between being a hus-
band, father, grandfather, chairman of
Thomas Nelson, speaker, and author,
you're a busy man. How do you man-
age your time?

Michael Hyatt: I try to only do the
things where I add value and delegate

everlthing else. I'm naturally orga-
nized so I choose the top two or three
things I have to accomplish every day.

Being focused on two or three things
that I absolutely have to accomplish
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today is a non-negotiable.

Dellosso: When your five daughters
were younger, how did you balance
family time with work responsibilities
so your family didnt feel neglected?

Hyatt: I didnt always do that well.
There were certainly times I was
tragically out of balance-where
work was consuming all of my time
and life. I did what a lot of people do
and convinced myself that I was in a
temporary situation, that if I could
just get through this season or just get
this project done that I could then give
focus to what I knew was important,
which was myfamily.

It came to the point where I had to hit
a crisis. For me it was a health crisis.
I thought I was having a heart attack.
Thank God it wasnt a heart attack. It
was a lot of stress in my life that gave

me symptoms like a heart attack. The
doctor said to me, "Look, you either
make some serious changes about the
way you're living and the way you're
balancing your life and the stresses

youve got or the next time I see you itt
going to be a heart attackl'That caused
me to make some adjustments.

Dellosso: Was there a time in your life
when you felt your faith was pushed to
the edge, where you were at that point
ofno return and the only place you
could turn was to God?

Hyatt: I ve had a number of those
tremors and shocks through the years.
The biggest one for me happened in
1992.I owned a publishing company
with a business partner and we had
five years of incredible growth. But
what we didnt realize as young and
inexperienced business people is that
it takes a lot of capital to grow. We had
increasing sales but a lot of our cash
was tied up in inventory. Eventually
we ran out of cash and the company
went broke. We thought we were doing
Gods will, we had this vision of what
we wanted to accomplish and thought
we were out to please Him and further
His work in the world. Then we were

left high and dry. [We had] nothing
except a phone and its cord. That was a

reall1. tough time.

Dellosso: How did that change you?

Before you can grow and
expand your les.dership you've

got to be humbled.

Hyatt: For one thing it really humbled
me. Up until that point I was pretty
sure of myself, because I'd been suc-

cessful and my career had been on a
steady upward trajectory. I thought I
had it all figured out. Then when that
happened I thought, "I dont think I
have anlthing figured outl'It's impor-
tant for any leader, that before you
can grow and expand your leadership
youve got to be humbled. You either
figure that out on your own or God has

away of graciously and providentially
orchestrating our circumstances so we
learn those lessons.

Dellosso: You have a new book
coming out, Platfurm. Give us some
highlights from the book.

For the first time in history it's
possible for any author to build

a meaningful platform.

Hyatt: I wish I would have written this
book 25-30 years ago to give to authors
who showed up at the various publish-
ing companies I ve worked. Authors
who had a great idea and a wonderful
manuscript, but didnt have a plat-
form-no connection to an audience.
What's changed since then is maybe
for the first time in history it's possible
for any author to build a meaning-
ful platform. But it doesnt happen
overnight and though it's not easl', it's

easier.
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The book is divided into five parts.

The first thing I suggest is you have to
create a wow product With so much
competition and so much noise in the
marketplace you have to make sure
your book is as wow as you can make
it. At the end of the day that's what
creates word of mouth and buzz.If
people dont want to talk about your
book or share it with their friends then
you're dead in the water. No amount
ofadvertising can offset a product that
doesnt generate word of mouth.

The second thing is to prepare to
launch. Before your book comes out
youve got to be prepared. A lot ofthat,
frankly, has to do with mindset-how
you're thinking about your book, how
you're thinking about yourself, and the
role you're going to play as the book is
launched.

The third thing I talk about is building
your home base. I talk a lot about blog-
ging and building a website and having
a place in cyberspace you can call
your own and are constantly directing
people back to.

The fourth is how to extend your tribe.
How do you expand your reach in the
marketplace so you're getting more
readers for your blog and ultimately
more prospects and purchasers ofyour
book?

The fifth part ofthe book is how
you engage your tribe. How do you
develop a meaningful relationship with
them? Today it's not about marketing.
Marketing is dead. The days of blud-
geoning people into buying a product
are over. You have to engage people
and build a relationship with them.

Dellosso: What do you say to authors
who dont see themselves as sales

types? Who dont like talking about
themselves, bringing attention to
themselves, pushing their books?

Hyath Youve got to own the responsi-
bility that you are your product's chief
spokesperson-whether you like it or
not. You are your product's last best
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ideas. IVe thought about talking about
the power of story. It's something I ve
lectured on before and something I
absolutely love, because itt opened so

much in my own world.

Or maybe this whole idea I was just
talking about so passionately-that
youve got to own your role as an
author in the new world of publishing.
What does that look like? What do you
have to get good at? What do you have
to let go of? What opportunities have
opened up?

All this change we're going
through is great if you lean
into it, if you embrace it.chance at staying alive and surviv-

ing. Nobody cares more than you do.
Nobody has more at stake than you do,
both positively and negatively. I dont
think that means you have to stand
up and hawk your wares. [It's] not just
selling your message, [it's] sharing
something that is very important to
you and you believe will be helpful to
other people. How could you keep that
to yourself?

Content is,king but platform
rc queen.

Content is king but platform is queen.
You're not going to succeed in todayt
publishing environment without both.
Authors have to stop telling them-
selves "I'm not good at sellingi' "I'm
not a marketerl' "I'm an introvert."
That's not going to be helpful to them.
They'll end up playrng the role of a
victim where theyblame everybody
else about why their book didnt sell.
Youve got to take responsibility and
own it.

Dellosso: rv\hat do you plan on speak-
ing about at the ACFW conference in
September?

Hyatt: I'm thinking about several

I do not look at the future with
trepidation. All this change we're go-
ing through is great ifyou lean into
it, if you embrace it. I firmly believe
there's never been a better time to be
an author than right now. There's never
been more opportunity, it's never been
easier-though itt not easy. Theret
never been a time when you could
have a bigger impact and be in more
control than right now. Personally, I m
excited about being an author and I
would love to impart my enthusiasm
for that to the people who will be at
conference.
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